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SOUTH BROWARD DRAINAGE DISTRICT 

GOVERNING BOARD MEETING MINUTES 

 

OCTOBER 27, 2016 

 

Present:  

Scott Hodges, Chairperson Douglas R. Bell, Legal Counsel 

James Ryan, Vice Chairperson Kevin M. Hart, District Director 

Vicki Minnaugh, Treasurer Reina Muniz, Recording Secretary 

Robert E. Goggin, IV, Secretary 

Alanna Mersinger, Commissioner 

Robert Franklin, SBDD Operations & Maintenance 

Manager 

Thomas Good, Commissioner   Ronald Thompson, SBDD Chief Mechanic 

Mercedes Santana-Woodall, Commissioner General Public: See Attached List 

 

Absent: 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

01.   CALL TO ORDER/ROLL CALL/PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 

 

   Chair Hodges called the SBDD Board Meeting to order at 8:05 A.M.; with Vice Chair Ryan, 

Commissioner Minnaugh, Commissioner Mersinger, Commissioner Good, Commissioner Goggin, 

and Commissioner Santana-Woodall present; followed by the Pledge of Allegiance.  

 

02.   PUBLIC COMMENT  

 

None.  

 

03.   APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

 

Commissioner Minnaugh moved for approval of the minutes of the September 12, 2016, South 

Broward Drainage District Board meeting.  Motion was seconded by Commissioner Goggin and it 

was carried unanimously. 

 

04. DIRECTOR=S REPORT  

 

A. UPDATE TO SBDD 5-YEAR CAPTIAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN (CIP) 

 

District Director Hart presented the proposed 5-Year Capital Improvement Plan (CIP).  The 

CIP includes priorities for capital expenditures for fiscal year 2016/2017 and each subsequent 

year through 2020/2021.   

 

SBDD completed four (4) CIP projects in 2015/2016 and has one (1) CIP project that is on-

going.  The total projected cost for SBDD’s 2016/2017 CIP projects is $870,000.  One project 

from 2015/2016 is being carried forward to 2016/2017 (Expansion of the SBDD Garage 

Building).    

 

District Director Hart said that this year’s budget is a bit higher than past years, due to the carry 

forward of the garage building expansion project.  He said that on the architectural services, 

the District has made some progress.  In addition, the site plan has been approved, the zoning 
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has been approved, and SBDD has prepared concept plans; and he has worked with staff on 

the preliminary layout and design of the building.   

 

The total budget for the proposed 5-year CIP is $3,135,000. The CIP includes a variety of 

important and necessary capital improvements, including continued upgrades to the District’s 

pump stations, culvert repairs/replacements, telemetry upgrades, canal 

improvements/dredging, miscellaneous drainage improvements, equipment upgrades, and 

building upgrades.  The current balance in the CIP reserve account is $1,599,664, which is 

sufficient to fund the proposed CIP through fiscal year 2017/2018.  Additional funding will be 

required for fiscal year 2018/2019 and beyond. 

 

The proposed CIP does not account for any outside funding from grants or other revenue 

sources.  The District will continue to pursue available grants and outside funding opportunities 

for the CIP. 

 

District Director Hart highlighted some of this year’s projects.  They are as follows: 

 

1. Garage building expansion. 

2. Rebuild two motors. 

3. Rebuild two pumps. 

4. Replace generators at S-1 & S-7 pump stations 

5. Install a sluice gate at S-8 pump station. 

6. Add telemetry to the gates along the C-11 canal. 

7. Upgrade the District’s B-1 pump station (design & permitting). 

 

He said that the District is also looking to install a basin interconnect as a cost share with the 

Town of Southwest Ranches through a cooperative grant with SFWMD.  He said that the S-8 

sluice gate was not successful in getting grant funding; but the Town of SWR was successful 

on the Dykes Road interconnect.  The District’s cost share was approved in last year’s budget 

for $100,000.  In this year’s CIP, SBDD’s cost share was reduced to $50,000 because SFWMD 

cut their funding down; so the District’s share remains at 25%. 

 

Additional projects include the reinforcement of the pump tubes at the S-3 pump station; and 

the Board previously approved funding for the County-wide flood mapping project, and that 

has been carried forward; and lastly, funding for a joint project with SWR for improvements 

at SW 55th Street for $25,000.   

 

Approval of this agenda item will establish the 5-year budget for capital improvement projects 

for the District, and will establish priorities for CIP projects for the fiscal year 2016/2017.   

 

 Commissioner Minnaugh moved for approval to update the SBDD 5-year Capital Improvement 

Plan and for approval of funding for fiscal year 2016/2017.  Motion was seconded by 

Commissioner Santana-Woodall. 

 

 Commissioner Mersinger wanted clarification on whether the District will be purchasing an 

additional grapple truck or a new grapple truck.  District Director Hart replied that it will be an 

additional truck. 

 

 Commissioner Goggin asked if when staff makes a decision to purchase a new grapple truck, 

do they consider additional options for changes/features that will improve the new grapple 

truck.  District Director Hart replied yes. 
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 The question was called and it was carried unanimously. 

 

B. CONTRACT AWARDS: 

 

1. SBDD CULVERT REPAIR PROJECT AT THE S-3 PUMP STATION IN 

MIRAMAR 

 

District Director Hart stated that South Broward Drainage District (SBDD) advertised 

for bids for the Culvert Repair Project at the S-3 Pump Station in Miramar.  SBDD 

received five (5) bids, ranging in price from $76,437.90 to $188,160.00.  Each bidder 

was required to attend a mandatory pre-bid meeting and a mandatory site visit as a 

prerequisite to submitting a bid.   

 

The project is located at the SBDD S-3 pump station and includes repairs to the three 

existing, 54-inch diameter pump tubes at that location.  The project will utilize a Cured-

In-Place-Pipe (CIPP) culvert repair method in order to maximize the hydraulic/flow 

capacity through the existing culverts. 

 

The lowest bid received was submitted by Shenandoah General Construction Company 

(Shenandoah) in the amount of $76,437.90.  SBDD has reviewed the bid submitted by 

Shenandoah and has determined that the Contractor is qualified to perform the work and 

that the bid meets all requirements.  Shenandoah has performed similar work for SBDD 

in the past and the District has been satisfied with their work. 

 

District Director Hart recommended that the District award the contract for the Culvert 

Repair Project at the S-3 Pump Station in Miramar to Shenandoah General Construction 

Company as the lowest, responsive, responsible bidder in the amount of $76,437.90. 

 

The work covered under this project is included as part of the District’s 2016-2017 

Capital Improvement Plan (CIP); and funding for the project will come from the SBDD 

CIP Committed account. 

 

 Commissioner Minnaugh moved for approval to award the contract for the SBDD 

Culvert Repair Project at the S-3 Pump Station in Miramar to Shenandoah General 

Construction Co. in the amount of $76,437.90.  Motion was seconded by Commissioner 

Santana-Woodall and it was carried unanimously 

 

2. SBDD REBUILDING OF TWO STORMWATER PUMPS AT THE S-1 & S-7 

PUMP STATIONS IN MIRAMAR 

District Director Hart stated that SBDD advertised for bids for the Rebuilding of 

Stormwater Pumps at the S-1 and S-7 Pump Stations in Miramar.  The bid included the 

rebuild of one pump at the S-1 Pump Station (S-1 #3 Pump); and one pump at the S-7 

pump station (S-7 #3 Pump).  SBDD received a total of three (3) bids.  The bid included 

a base bid and two Alternate Bid Items for each pump.  The base bids ranged in price 

from $51,538.00 to $52,000.00.   

 

The lowest base bid for both pumps was submitted by MWI Pump Corporation (MWI) 

in the amount of $51,538.00.  SBDD has reviewed the bid submitted by MWI and has 

determined that the Contractor is qualified to perform the work and that the bid meets 

all requirements.  MWI has performed work for the District in the past and the District 

has been satisfied with their work.  
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District Director Hart recommended that the District award the contract for the 

Stormwater Pumps at the S-1 and S-7 Pump Stations in Miramar to MWI Pump 

Corporation in the amount of $51,538.00 as the lowest responsive, responsible bidder.  

In addition, he requested the award of Bid Alternates 1 and 2 in the combined, not-to–

exceed amount of $7,980.00 to MWI Pump Corporation. The total amount of the 

contract will be a not-to-exceed amount of $59,518.00. 

 

The work covered under this project is included under SBDD’s 2016-2017 Capital 

Improvement Plan (CIP); and funding for the project will come from the SBDD Capital 

Improvement Committed Account. 

 

 Commissioner Minnaugh moved for approval to award the contract for the SBDD 

Rebuilding of two Stormwater Pumps at the S-1 & S-7 Pump Stations in Miramar Project 

to MWI Pump Corporation in the not-to-exceed amount of $59,518.00.  Motion was 

seconded by Commissioner Santana-Woodall. 

 

 Commissioner Mersinger asked District Director Hart if this was the rebuilding of the 

motors; and which funding account is it coming out of.  District Director Hart replied no, 

it is the rebuilding of two pumps and that it is coming out of the Capital Improvement 

Committed account; and if the total cost exceeds the $55,000 budget, then the overage 

would also be funded through the CIP account.   

 

 The question was called and it was carried unanimously. 

 

3. SBDD REBUILDING & RECONDITIONING OF TWO CATERPILLAR 

DIESEL ENGINES PROJECT AT THE S-1 & S-2 PUMP STATIONS IN 

MIRAMAR 

 

District Director Hart stated that SBDD advertised for bids for the rebuilding and 

reconditioning of two (2) Caterpillar diesel engines.  The engines to be rebuilt are the 

District’s # 2 diesel engine at the S-1 pump station and the # 1 diesel engine at the S-2 

pump station.  The scope of the work will include a complete re-build of the CAT 

engines by an authorized Caterpillar (CAT) dealer who provides certified repair and 

maintenance services on CAT engines.  SBDD received one bid in the amount of 

$71,500.   

 

District Director Hart commented that there are only two certified Caterpillar dealers 

that are able to do the work.  He said that Caterpillar is very strict about their service 

centers; and only one dealer is able to provide services for certain geographical areas; 

and for the State of Florida it is broken up into quadrants.  He said that SBDD was able 

to get Caterpillar to agree that their Central Florida service center could do work on 

SBDD’s engines, if SBDD takes the engine up to the service center.  Unfortunately, 

SBDD is not able to get additional pricing from local mechanics, because they are not 

authorized Caterpillar service centers.   

 

The lowest and only bid was submitted by Ring Power Corp. in the amount of $71,500.  

SBDD has reviewed the bid submitted by Ring Power Corp. and has determined that 

the Contractor is qualified to perform the work and that the bid meets all requirements.  

SBDD is familiar with this Contractor and has been satisfied with their past work on 

similar type projects.   
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District Director Hart recommended that the District award the contract for the SBDD 

Rebuilding and Reconditioning of Caterpillar Diesel Engines Project at the S-1 and S-

2 Pump Stations in Miramar to Ring Power, Corp. in the not-to-exceed amount of 

$71,500 as the lowest responsive, responsible bidder.   

 

District Director Hart commented that the bid has an allowance item for $5,000 to cover 

any additional, unforeseen costs.  He said that once they uncover the engine they may 

find some additional work, such as gaskets, etc.  He said that because of past projects, 

the District knows that there may be additional work involved, and so they built that 

amount into the contract. 

 

The work covered under this project is included as part of the District’s 2016-2017 

Capital Improvement Plan (CIP); and funding for the project will come from the SBDD 

CIP Committed account. 

 

 Commissioner Minnaugh moved for approval to award the contract for the SBDD 

Rebuilding & Reconditioning of two Caterpillar Diesel Engines at the S-1 & S-2 Pump 

Stations in Miramar Project to Ring Power Corporation in the not-to-exceed amount of 

$71,500.  Motion was seconded by Commissioner Santana-Woodall. 

 

 Vice Chair Ryan asked District Director Hart if there was any guarantee on the work 

done on these engines.  District Director Hart replied yes, one year. 

 

 Commissioner Good asked what does the one year warranty cover; parts or labor.  

District Director Hart replied it’s on all parts, and that it goes hand-in-hand with labor.  

Mr. Ronald Thompson, SBDD Mechanic, said it has a 1-year or 1,000 hour warranty on 

parts/labor.    

 

 Commissioner Good asked how long has this engine been in operation, and is this the 

first time it’s being rehabilitated.  District Director Hart replied they have been in 

operation for over 20 years; and yes, it is the first time these particular engines have been 

rehabilitated.  He said that they are the original engines; and when SBDD does the 

evaluation on which motors to rebuild, they look at service time.   

 

 Commissioner Good asked District Director Hart since they are over 20 years old and 

are being rehabilitated, what is the expected life cycle before the next rehabilitation 

requirement.  District Director Hart deferred the question to Mr. Thompson.  Mr. 

Thompson explained that these particular engines are 27 years old and have just under 

10,000 hours of use on them.  District Director Hart asked Mr. Thompson how long 

before the District would expect to have to do any additional work on them.  Mr. 

Thompson said that they should have another 10,000 hours of useful life on them; District 

Director Hart asked Mr. Thompson once the service is done with this engine, how long 

before it needs to be rehabilitated again.  Mr. Thompson replied another 25 years/10,000 

hours.   

 

 Commissioner Good had concerns on the emissions standards and the cost of 

rehabilitating these engines vs replacing them with a new engine system.  He asked Mr. 

Thompson what the cost is for a new engine.  Mr. Thompson replied that these engines 

are no longer available because of emissions standards.  He said that this engine would 

have cost about $75,000 new, back in the 80’s.  District Director Hart said that on a 

replacement, the District would have to go with a new type of engine that meets the 

current emissions standards, and that would cost over $100,000.  Mr. Thompson 
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commented that it would exceed that cost, and be at a completely different bracket for 

emission standards.   

 

 Commissioner Good asked if SBDD is grandfathered in regarding the emissions for the 

existing engines.  Mr. Thompson replied, yes.  

 

 Commissioner Goggin stated that he thinks he knows where Commissioner Good is 

going with that comment.  He said that he thinks that the only thing that works somewhat 

to the District’s advantage is how they have been utilizing their sluice gates; and he was 

looking at another chart where it shows that the District’s emissions on the engines is 

going down, and we are extending the life expectancy on the diesel engines.   

 

 Mr. Thompson commented that, on a parts per million basis, a car engine pollutes more 

than a diesel engine does.  Commissioner Good noted that what was just stated was that 

the District is violating emission standards; and whether it is a little or a lot, it is still a 

standard.   

 

 He said that what he is trying to get to is, that if these are so outdated, why is the District 

even considering to stay with an outdated system.   

 

 District Director Hart said that SBDD does not consider these engines to be outdated.  

He said that these are really some of the best engines that are available, and have served 

the District extremely well over the years; and they believe that these are really the best 

type of engines for this type of service.  He said that they have evaluated replacing these 

engines, and their preference is to keep these engines and keep them in service for as 

long as they can; not that new engines aren’t good, and can’t do the same thing, but in 

this particular case, these are very suitable for the District’s purposes.  He said that as 

long as the District can keep them in good, operating condition, they feel that it is a 

benefit, and worth the expense to rebuild rather than replace.   

 

 Commissioner Good replied that he does understand, but his concern is with keeping a 

product that is no longer produced, and parts that are no longer produced; in a best case 

scenario, if everything works fine, you keep the regular maintenance, etc.; but what 

happens when all of the sudden something happens, and it could be a small thing, and 

you have to purchase a part; but because they no longer make it, that expense can become 

quite an expense, because they no longer manufacture it, or they have to search the world 

over to find the part in order to get you back in service.  He said that he is looking at it 

from a cost perspective.  If there is a need for some other type of repair/maintenance in 

the future, and it is no longer being made anywhere, a simple thing could cost you almost 

the same as buying a brand new unit.   

 

 Commissioner Good suggested that the District consider thinking about a replacement.  

He then asked if the engines are being shipped out.   

 

 District Director Hart said that Mr. Thompson physically goes with the engine and 

supervises the work.  Mr. Thompson explained that the mechanic takes the engine apart 

and goes over every part and he visually sees what’s going on; they physically remove 

every part in a climate controlled area and then reassembles it there.   

 

 Commissioner Good commented that he is not sure that the District has identified what 

the additional cost would be, associated with this process.  He said that it is not $71,000, 

but $71,000 plus; and that he would like for District Director Hart to bring it back to 
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share what that additional cost is.   

 

 Vice Chair Ryan asked if there are after-market parts for these engines.  Mr. Thompson 

replied, unfortunately, no.  Caterpillar is running on a 50-year shelf life for their parts 

and they are readily available.  Getting parts is not as difficult as many think.  There are 

some times that we have to get parts overseas for hard-to-find items, but they are usually 

available within 72 hours.  He said that another downside to getting something more 

modernized is that with technology comes software; and we would be unable to obtain 

the software to keep these engines running; and they would be under the complete control 

of Caterpillar at that point (proprietary).  He said that if they had a pump that went down 

right now, that he would be able to fix it, but on the newer ones, there would be no way 

he would be licensed or even schooled; and there would be no way we could get the 

software to fix these machines. 

 

 Commissioner Goggin asked on the emissions situation, is there something that the 

District could do just to help out with the emissions; even though the District does not 

have to be at a certain approval level; something they could add to their package just to 

help the District with that issue.  Mr. Thompson replied that the District is already ahead 

on that.  He said that they have installed new mufflers and different exhausts at almost 

all the pump stations. 

 

 The question was called and it was carried unanimously. 

 

C. SBDD RESOLUTION 2016-11 – AUTHORIZING THE DISTRICT TO PROCEED 

WITH EMERGENCY REPAIR WORK AT THE S-8 PUMP STATION; AUTHORIZING 

THE DISTRICT DIRECTOR TO ENTER INTO CONTRACTS AND ISSUE 

PURCHASE ORDERS FOR OVER $10,000; AND AUTHORIZING THE DISTRICT TO 

UTILIZE THE DISTRICT’S EMERGENCY ACCOUNT TO FUND THE EMERGENCY 

REPAIR WORK AT THE S-8 PUMP STATION, AS NEEDED 

 

District Director Hart requested authorization for the District to proceed with the procurement 

of contractual services for emergency repairs to the S-8 pump station without competition, or 

with such competition as is practical under the circumstances; authorize the District Director to 

enter into contracts & issue Purchase Orders up to a maximum of $200,000 for the emergency 

repairs to the S-8 pump station; and authorize the use of the SBDD Emergency Fund Account 

to pay for the emergency repair work at the S-8 pump station. 

 

District Director Hart explained that during the pre-storm preparations for Hurricane Matthew, 

the S-8 pump station sustained significant damage due to a fire at the #2 Caterpillar Diesel 

Engine.  The fire was caused by a fuel line that severed during the operation of the engine.  

Fortunately, SBDD staff was on-site (outside the engine room) at the time the fire broke out, 

and was able to notify the Town of Davie Fire Department which is located right next door to 

the S-8 pump station.  The fire department was able to extinguish the fire quickly and minimize 

the overall damage to the pump station. 

 

Despite the timing and seriousness of this incident, SBDD staff was able to isolate the damaged 

engine, and restore the operational capabilities of the pump station in advance of the pending 

storm.  Although, one engine was out of commission, the pump station was fully operational 

with two pumps on-line, along with the emergency generator. 
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District staff has estimated the S-8 pump station sustained $158,100 in damages.  This damage 

is covered under the District’s insurance policy and the deductible for this incident will be 

$5,000. 

 

SBDD staff has begun the process of assessing the damage and coordinating on the required 

repairs to the pump station.  Due to the critical nature of this facility and urgent need to complete 

the repairs as quickly as possible, and to fully restore the capacity of the S-8 pump station in 

the quickest manner possible, District Director Hart requested that the Board waive the formal 

bidding process for the repair work; and authorize the District Director to approve contract work 

and to issue Purchase Orders that exceeds the current limit of $10,000.  All work will be 

performed by licensed and insured Contractors and by Contractors who are experienced with 

SBDD and with the specific work required at the S-8 pump station. 

 

District Director Hart said that on the purchase orders for work that will exceed the normal 

threshold of $10,000, he expects that would only apply to three individual work items.  He said 

one would be the engine rebuild which would be with Ring Power, since they are the only ones 

that have bid on this in the past; and that would be the District’s approach with the engine 

rebuild.  He said that the insurance adjuster recommended that the District reseal or replace the 

entire coating on the roof; and that will be over $10,000.  The control panel repair was estimated 

at $50,000, but the actual cost will be closer to $38,000.  He said that is specialty work and the 

District would use the same company that did the original design and installation of the control 

panels.   

 

It was further requested that if necessary, the initial funding for this work come from the SBDD 

Emergency Account. Any funds taken from the Emergency account would be reimbursed upon 

receipt of the insurance payment for the repair work. 

 

The $5,000 deductible will be paid for through the SBDD General Operating account, and all 

other expenses are anticipated to be reimbursed under SBDD’s insurance policy. 

 

District Director Hart requested that the Board of Commissioners waive the bidding process for 

emergency repairs to the S-8 pump station; authorize the District Director to approve contract 

work and to issue Purchase Orders for work that exceeds the current limit of $10,000; and to 

utilize the SBDD Emergency Account for repairs to the S-8 pump station, as necessary. 

 

District Director Hart commented that the District believes that this was an isolated incident.  

He said that it had to do with repair work that was previously done on the engine, and it stresses 

the importance of using authorized Caterpillar dealers that know how these engines need to be 

maintained and put back together.  He said that there is a strong possibility that when this engine 

was reconditioned, it was not done by an authorized Caterpillar dealer, but by another mechanic, 

and that they did not align the fuel line correctly.  Mr. Thompson inspected all of the District’s 

other engines, and he is very confident that this was isolated; and the potential for this to occur 

is very small on any of the other motors.  

 

Commissioner Minnaugh moved for approval of Resolution 2016-11 - Authorizing the District 

to proceed with emergency repair work at the S-8 Pump Station; Authorizing the District 

Director to enter into contracts and issue purchase orders for over $10,000; and Authorizing the 

District to utilize the District’s Emergency Account to fund the emergency repair work at the S-

8 Pump Station, as needed.  Motion was seconded by Commissioner Goggin. 

 

Commissioner Minnaugh had concerns that this would be the first time tapping into the 

emergency fund, and she wanted to make sure that it will be repaid, including the $5,000 
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deductible.  District Director Hart replied yes.   

 

Chair Hodges asked for clarification on the process of getting reimbursed.  He asked when the 

District gets a price, do they need approval from the insurance company.  District Director Hart 

replied no, they do not need approval from them.  It’s all specialty work for the most part, and 

the insurance company will rely on the District for the pricing.  He said that every cost the District 

receives will be forwarded to them; every estimate and all the assessment studies.  District 

Director Hart will keep them posted, and at the end of the work, they will write a check.  Chair 

Hodges commented that he wanted to make sure that the District doesn’t complete the job and 

then the insurance company says “we’re not reimbursing you for that”.  He also asked if Mr. 

Thompson will be supervising the work.  District Director Hart replied yes.   

 

Commissioner Goggin commented that once this has been approved, he knows the District 

Director will be doing his due diligence.  He asked Mr. Thompson for his comments on the 

incident.  Mr. Thompson explained that what he found upon inspection, was that there was a fuel 

line on the #5 cylinder for the injector, which is what feeds the fuel from the injector pump to 

the injector, and that it was not secured and routed properly, and it caused the line to rub through 

on the turbo housing, and it eventually severed the line and caused the fire.   

 

Vice Chair Ryan asked if it was cross-threaded.  Mr. Thompson replied that it was not cross-

threaded, or tied down and routed properly.  He said that each one of these lines are specific to 

each cylinder; and it was just not secured properly. 

 

Commissioner Goggin said that he has seen some scenarios in these situations, where it is 

unmanned, and there are fire suppressants systems in place.  He also has seen where there is a 

state-of-the-art piece of equipment that does not have to be plumb, lined, or certified, and it’s 

new to the District.  He described it as a ball that hangs from the ceiling, and when there is a fire, 

it literally detonates and puts the fire out.  He said that this could be hung over the system.  Mr. 

Thompson said that they are looking into an individual motor halon suppression system; and that 

because it is diesel fuel, it is going to need to be a powder suppression; and that each individual 

motor will need one. 

 

The question was called and it was carried unanimously. 

 

D. APPROVAL OF SBDD SELECTION COMMITTEE RANKINGS FOR 

ARCHITECTURAL FIRMS TO PROVIDE ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES FOR THE 

SBDD GARAGE BUILDING EXPANSION PROJECT 

 

 District Director Hart stated that this was a follow-up to previous discussions regarding approval 

of the SBDD Selection Committee rankings for architectural firms to provide architectural 

services for the SBDD garage building expansion project.   

 

 The District established the Selection Committee which consists of Chair Hodges, Mr. Luis 

Ochoa, and District Director Hart.  The Selection Committee met on Tuesday, October 17th to 

establish rankings for architectural firms.   

 

 The Selection Committee had previously requested Letters of Interest (LOI) from four (4) 

qualified firms to provide architectural services for this project.  The committee reviewed the 

LOI submittals and established rankings to present to the SBDD Board of Commissioners for 

approval.  SBDD is looking to piggy-back off of the City of Miramar’s Library of Consultants 

for an Architect.  The recommended rankings are based upon an evaluation criteria that was 

established prior to the request for LOIs, and reflect the Selection Committee’s order of 
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preference of the most qualified firm to perform the required architectural services for this 

project. 

 

 It was unanimous among the Committee Members that CPZ Architects Inc. was the number one 

ranked firm.  He said the #2 ranked firm was Walters, Zackria Associates and there was a tie on 

the last two firms, Acai Associates Inc. and MC Harry & Associates. 

 

Upon approval of the rankings, the District Director will negotiate a fee for architectural 

services, starting with the highest ranked firm, in accordance with CCNA; and the Board of 

Commissioners shall approve the contract. 

 

District Director Hart requested approval of the rankings as recommended by the Selection 

Committee.  

 

Commissioner Good moved for approval of SBDD Selection Committee Rankings for 

Architectural firms to provide architectural services for the SBDD garage building expansion 

project.  Motion was seconded by Commissioner Mersinger. 

 

Commissioner Mersinger stated that she reviewed all the documentation on the potential 

Architects; and that she agrees with District Director Hart with his conclusion on the number one 

ranked firm being CPZ Architects Inc.  She said that she realized the MC Harry & Associates 

submittal was incomplete, so that makes them non-compliant; Zackaria Associates has a pending 

lawsuit with the School Board, and on Acai Associates Inc., they placed the Southwest Bus Depot 

as a reference, which she said was such a debacle.  She said that the only one that was complete 

and without lawsuits was CPZ Architects Inc. 

 

Commissioner Good advised District Director Hart to not be pressured in the negotiations for 

that one, single firm, because if he cannot come to a proper price point, he would need to move 

to the next ranked firm. 

 

The question was called and it was carried unanimously 

 

E. REPORT ON EVALUATION OF SLUICE GATES AT SBDD PUMP STATIONS 

 

District Director Hart discussed the evaluation of the sluice gates that the District has installed 

at the S-7, S-2 and S-1 pump stations.  He said that the sluice gates have been very beneficial to 

the District.  He stated that if the District were ever to lose the ability to operate the pumps at a 

pump station, these gates have the ability to still move a tremendous amount of water.  The 

District is also able to maintain, and bleed down the basins over time, at control water elevation, 

which has given the District the ability to have maximum storage. The District has also seen a 

reduction in engine run time.  He estimated $78,000 in savings in fuel costs since the sluice gates 

have been installed.  District Director Hart stated that with the reduction in engine run time, is a 

reduction in emissions.  He estimated a 391 ton reduction based on data of how much carbon is 

emitted with the use of one gallon of fuel.  

 

District Director Hart recognized Mr. Robert Franklin, Operations & Maintenance Manager and 

Mr. Thompson for doing such a great job.      

 

Commissioner Goggin asked staff, if the usage of diesel fuel goes down and the District is storing 

the diesel fuel in the tanks, is there another underlying issue, for the District when the fuel is 

stored in the tanks for a long period of time.   
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Mr. Franklin explained that they do an annual treatment on the fuel, as well as having a program 

in place for filtration, and it is an ongoing, year-to-year program.  He said that the fuel is in very 

good shape because of the treatment and the program that the District has in place.  District 

Director Hart said that the District has found it to be very important to exercise the engines and 

make sure that they are running and in good shape, and to get a certain amount of usage because 

the last thing anyone wants to happen is that an engine or pump sits idle for six months and 

something is frozen because it has not been run; and Mr. Thompson is responsible to run these 

engines/pumps.  

 

Vice Chair Ryan asked District Director Hart, if during Hurricane Matthew, did he bring down 

the water to control level or below control level, and did the sluice gates have any part of it.  

District Director Hart replied yes, and that the sluice gates had a big part in that.  He said that 

water levels were brought down slightly below control levels, and that the District was able to 

move that water a week ahead of time; the District’s water levels were lowered across the board 

and they were well prepared for Hurricane Matthew.  He said that they then had significantly 

less rainfall than expected.  They got a huge storm after that, and were able to recover very nicely, 

and now the District is moving into conservation mode.   

 

Chair Hodges thanked District Director Hart for being on top of the sluice gates.   

 

F. OTHER 

 

District Director Hart said that SBDD is performing a review of all of the District’s water bodies, 

so that they can see how things are working and if there is anything they need to be aware of.  

Mr. Franklin, and Mr. Joe Certain, who has 40 years of experience, will be spearheading this 

review, and it will be performed on a regular basis.    

 

District Director Hart said that the Miramar/Pembroke Chamber of Commerce has a Strategic 

Planning Retreat coming up.  Commissioner Mersinger will be representing the District.  It will 

be held at Captiva Island on November 18 thru the 19th; and the cost for the District will be 

approximately $750.  There were no objections from the Board.  

 

 Hosted MIT Function in coordination with Broward County - District Director Hart 

commented that on Friday, October 14th, SBDD hosted a program at the District’s 

conference room for a group of students from MIT.  It was coordinated with Broward 

County and was a really nice event.  He said there were MIT students looking at 

resiliency related to climate change and sea level rise.  District Director Hart gave a 

speech in this regard and it was well received.  Just another outreach and coordination 

effort with Broward County.  District Director Hart will also be performing an 

outreach program with Pines Charter Middle School that he shares with the students. 

 

 Florida Administrative Code - District Director Hart stated that the Florida 

Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) is proposing a rule change under 

rule 62-302.530 of the Florida Administrative Code related to human health-based 

surface water quality criteria.  He said that many prior discussions were on numeric 

nutrient criteria, and that was a big issue because of the impact of nutrients on certain 

types of invasive plants and other vegetation.  He said that the human health-based 

surface water quality criteria is to insure that Floridians can safely eat fresh Florida 

fish and drink tap water.  He said that before the criteria change, they looked at 71 

parameters when it came to these human-based criteria.  He said that the criteria was 

adopted in 1992 and every three years they review it; and they have determined that 

they need to update the criteria.  He said that EPA has placed new guidelines for this 
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criteria, and based on new science, and the new criteria recommended by EPA, the 

state has proposed a rule change.  

 

Commissioner Mersinger and Commissioner Minnaugh questioned if there was 

something that the District needed to do to support them.  Commissioner Good 

replied no, and he explained that there are some groups that will challenge anything; 

but in reality, this is sort of an extension on the water quality criteria that started back 

in 2012; and the State of Florida noticed that there are many issues with this, so the 

EPA and the state agreed to a series of new criteria or standards; and they have 

changed some of them and added another 40 parameters.  He said that what that 

means for the District is that if the District was ever found to be in violation, there 

could be a cost impact to the District, but there doesn’t seem to be any evidence that 

the District will be in violation.   

 

Commissioner Goggin asked District Director Hart if this will have an impact with 

how the District addressed some of the problems in the past, where the District had 

concerns with how Broward County reacted to negligent spilling with some of the 

local residents.  District Director Hart replied that he does not think that there is a 

direct correlation; and he feels that there were productive meetings with Broward 

County; and that the District is in a better coordinated position on reporting spills 

than they were in the past.   

 

 Commissioner Mersinger complimented Mr. Franklin and Mr. Thompson for the excellent 

work they do.  She said they make the District look so good and that not ever once has she had 

negative feedback about the District. 

 
05. Attorney Report: 
 
 REQUEST FOR RATE INCREASE 
 
 Attorney Bell requested a rate increase for his legal services that have not been increased in 

approximately 7 years, and he would like an increase from $225/hr. to $250/hr. for legal fees and 
paralegal from $90/hr to $110/hr.  He said that Tindel Hammock has approved his rate for $250/hr. 
for attorney fees, and $100/hr. for paralegal fees.  He said that he’ll reduce paralegal fees to $100/hr., 
so that it is consistent with Tindel Hammock.  Everything else stays the same.   

 
 Attorney Bell said that the District Director prepared several charts and has done an investigation of 

some of the other Districts to compare what they charge.   
 

Commissioner Minnaugh moved for approval of the rate increase for Attorney Bell.  Motion was 

seconded by Commissioner Santana-Woodall.  

 
 Commissioner Mersinger commented that what is very important to her is institutional knowledge, 

and she opined that it is so undervalued nowadays.   
 
 Commissioner Good said that the only thing that he has reservations on with regard to cost, is that 

in prior years there were some heavy expenses and after that it was more of a normal way of 
operating.  He said that if you look at what the District was being billed for, that although he does 
agree with Commissioner Mersinger on institutional knowledge, many of the things worked on did 
not require institutional knowledge.  He said his concern was that if these overall costs continue to 
rise, that there is a potential that the District can get to a point where they may want to consider 
hiring an in-house attorney who can do much of the regular work, and when we need to do the 
institutional knowledge piece, that can be farmed out.  He said that he’s just making a statement, and 
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that this is an observation in regards to the overall cost.  He said that the fee is the fee, and he is fine 
with that, but that he just cares about the overall cost.   

 
 Vice Chair Ryan agreed with Commissioner Good and said that Attorney Bell does a good job, but 

at some point the District may need to hire a full time attorney, and he does not know that they will 
ever get a full time attorney that has the background and experience that Mr. Bell has.  He also has 
the experience with Central Broward Water Control District.  He brings all that experience to this 
group and he thinks the Board benefits from it; and he said he is in favor of the rate increase. 

 
 Chair Hodges commented that he tends to agree with Commissioner Good, and maybe there is a way 

for a monthly, not-to-exceed amount for administrative-type work, and if there is special conditions 
or special lawsuits, then the District can exceed that, or get a proposal; but that maybe there is a way 
to cap the cost and work that Commissioner Good had mentioned.   

 
 District Director Hart said that there are two Districts that he spoke to that actually do that sort of 

thing; they have a monthly retainer that the attorney works against.  He said a lot of the Districts are 
similar in the way that they operate.   

 
 Commissioner Mersinger suggested that the Board keep an eye on the costs, and bring it back in 

about a year, so that they can really see what the District’s actual costs are.  Chair Hodges agreed, 
and said that as with Commissioner Good, he is more concerned about the District’s range/budget.   

 

The question was called and it was carried unanimously.    
 
06. APPROVAL OF LEGAL FEES 
 
 Commissioner Minnaugh moved for approval of the legal bills.  Motion was seconded by 

Commissioner Santana-Woodall and it was carried unanimously.  

  

07.   BOARD MEMBER’S QUESTIONS/COMMENTS 

     

   Commissioner Mersinger commented that on the C-51, everyone is liking it, and no one wants to 

pay for it.   

 

Attorney Bell reminded the Board that next month the District will swear in the newly elected Board 

members into office.  He said that someone that is authorized to administer an oath, such as a Notary 

Public or a Judge, will need to swear them in.  He said that the other thing is that the District will 

also have the election of officers for the next two years.  

   

08. MEETING DATE(S) 

 
A. Regular Board Meeting will be held on Thursday, November 17th at 8:00 a.m.  

 

Adjournment at 10:05 A.M.  

 

Respectfully submitted,  

  

                                                                            

Robert E. Goggin IV, Secretary 

South Broward Drainage District 

 

 

/rim 









































































DOUGLAS R. BELL
ATTORNEY AT LAW

CUMBERLAND BUILDING, SUITE 505
800 E BROWARD BOULEVARD

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33301
(954) 524-8526

November 7, 2016

South Broward Drainage District
6591 Southwest 160th Avenue
Southwest Ranches, Florida 33331

*I N V O I C E*

Legal services rendered on behalf of South Broward Drainage District from October 19,
2016 through November 6, 2016:

1. Coordination regarding Maintenance Building Issues including 
Architect Proposals and CPZ Architect Contract:

Attorney's Fees:    4 hrs.  45 min. @ $225.00/hr. = $ 1,068.75

2. Coordination regarding Polices and Guidelines for Selecting 
Professional Consultants:

Attorney's Fees:    25 minutes @ $225.00/hr. = $ 93.75

3. Coordination regarding Surplus Property (Land) Policy:

Attorney's Fees:    2 hrs.  50 min. @ $225.00/hr. = $ 637.50

4. Coordination regarding Pasadena Lakes Easement

Attorney's Fees:    10 minutes @ $225.00/hr. = $ 37.50

****************

TOTAL DUE THIS INVOICE: $ 1,837.50


